FOR CHEMICAL INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

- SAFELY AND ACCURATELY TRACKS USAGE & LEVEL
- WARNS OF DANGEROUS OVER AND UNDERFEED CONDITIONS
- PREVENTS FEEDER FROM RUNNING EMPTY
- REMOTE MONITORING REDUCES OPERATOR EXPOSURE TO CHEMICAL

POTASSIUM PERMANGANATE
DRY POLYMER
FLUORIDE
CARBON
LIME

**Strict federal and state reporting requirements have made it necessary for operators at water and wastewater treatment plants to accurately track the usage of their process chemicals. For powdered or granular chemicals, our electronic volumetric feeder scale provides a simple yet highly accurate method for complying with these reporting requirements by constantly monitoring the loss-in-weight of the chemical in the feeder.**

The electronic volumetric feeder scale is a heavy duty, low profile weigh platform designed to be installed between your feeder and the floor. Anchor points are pre-drilled and tapped in the scale platform to match the bolt pattern of your specific feeder stand. This enables quick, positive securing of the feeder to the scale. The scale platform is protected against corrosion by our advance 80 mil thick "Tuf-Coat" environmental armor and if additional protection is called for, 316 stainless steel models are available. The multi-load cell sensing design of the electronic volumetric feeder scale guarantees that even the smallest feed rates will be accurately monitored.

Our advance Wizard 4000 digital indicator simultaneously monitors remaining chemical, feed rate and usages on up to four separate feeders.

**The Wizard 4000 is the indicator of choice for the electronic volumetric feeder scale. In addition to displaying the weight of remaining chemical, the Wizard also tracks how much chemical has been fed, shows the current feed rate and data logs the daily chemical used for each of the previous 31 days. Built-In alarms and remote monitoring capabilities give you confidence that your feed system is functioning properly even while you are away. Advanced options allow the Wizard to automatically refill the feeder from bulk supply by actuating your rotary valve or auger and, if your application requires batching, the Wizard can activate your feeder until an exact preset amount of chemical is fed into the solution tank or process.**

*See also Solo Bulletin*
BULLETIN 405
SPECIFICATIONS

Typical Model Number Definition

27 - DR 10 VF S HA3

HA3 = Hi-Accuracy (3) Load Cell Design
S = Optional 316 Stainless Steel Platform Material
VF = Volumetric Feeder Scale Design (pre-drilled feeder attach points)
DR = Digital Readout
27 = Platform Size (inches)

Specifying Guides:

A. For maximum accuracy, size scale capacity to match gross weight (feeder and apparatus plus full chemical).

B. When refilling feeder from an overhead hopper, make sure all connections are flexible unless hopper is to be fully supported by the feeder and feeder stand.

C. To verify which model number is designed for your feeder, consult factory.

Typical Specification For Electronic Volumetric Feeder Scale

Scale Platforms: A quantity of ___ volumetric feeder scales of ___ LB capacity shall be provided and shall be of the digital readout/electronic load cell type. Scale platform shall have drilled and tapped anchor points to allow easy positive securing of the specific feeder to the scale. Platform scale coating system shall be a minimum dry thickness of 80 mils and be resistant to moisture, chemicals, abrasion, impact and UV light. Scale shall be of the multiple electronic shear beam load cell design. Flexible cable shall connect load cells to a summing box and indicator. Cable length shall be ___ ft. (20' standard).

Instrument Enclosure, Outputs & Alarms: Indicator shall carry CE marking and shall be housed in a NEMA 4X, UL approved enclosure. Indicator shall have a 20 key digital keypad and ability to display data from two scales simultaneously on a backlit alphanumeric display. If more than two scales are being monitored, display shall automatically scan all scales in the system. Indicator shall have adjustable 4-20mA signals that output net weight and chemical feed rate for each scale. Indicator shall display an alarm in any of the following conditions: Low level, low feed rate, high level, high feed rate, max daily use, min daily use, supply exhausted and load cell failure. The indicator shall allow the operator to recall the time, date and type of the ten most recent alarm occurrences. A quantity of ___ relays (up to 12 per indicator) shall be provided for remote alarm indication or transfer control. Indicator shall be enabled with MODBUS protocol for remote RS232 serial communications.

Display & Inventory Control Software: Keypad and Menu items shall have independent password protection to prevent unauthorized operation. Both a numerical and a bar graph display shall give operator the ability to monitor chemical by weight, volume or percent full. Each channel shall have a user selectable, two digit scale ID number. Each channel shall display net remaining, feed rate, daily used, total used, days until empty, and remaining bulk supply. A tank load key shall pause usage accumulation during chemical re-supply to maintain accurate usage data over multiple hopper refills. A data log shall store the daily usage for each of the previous 31 days. Indicator re-calibration in the field shall be accomplished through the keypad and shall not require the use of dead weights.

Scale shall carry a Full Five (5) Year Factory Warranty. “Limited” warranties shall be considered unacceptable. Full scale accuracy shall be better than 1/10 of 1%. Scale shall be Volumetric Feeder Scale™ with TUF-COAT™ Environmental Armor, Model ___ with WIZARD 4000® digital display, Model 4000-- as manufactured by FORCE FLOW, 2430 Stanwell Drive, Concord, CA 94520 USA (www.forceflow.com)

Indicator Options

Wizard 4000® Advanced Digital Display

+ Monitors up to four feeders
+ Displays Chemical Weight, Feed Rate, Daily Used and more
+ Outputs and Relays for remote monitoring/alarms

See Bulletin 400 for more info

Solo 1000® Digital Weight Indicator

+ Single or Dual Channel
+ Easy Tare Adjust
+ Outputs and Relays for remote monitoring/alarms

See Bulletin 513 for more info
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